We insure your car against rust.

You've got a lot of money tied up in your new car. So you keep it insured. All it takes is complete coverage against rust damage is one Ziebart rustproofing job.

Your car gets the protection of a tough, permanent rust-proof coating in over 50 areas inside the utilitarian body. Plus, the underside. And you get the protection of Ziebart's written guarantee for 3 years or 50,000 miles. Ziebart rustproofing is just good policy. Come in for proof.

CALL 394-2880.

LACEY TRUCK BODY
90 Mykky Ave.
Medford (next to 893)
Also - Distributors of van, dump and utility bodies, hydraulic toolguts and allied equipment.

The

Free parking.

Hotel Sonesta

FIVESTATEAUX

Hotel Sonesta

Hotel Sonesta

Flights leaving daily with reservation from San Francisco to Tokyo (& Osaka Expo site) with stop-overs in Formosa Hong Kong Philippines & Hawaii Features * in-flight movies * ticket valid for 1 year * free meals and drink in flight * charter to and from $F available For reservations and information Contact: 227-5315 C. L. Thomson Travel Int'l Corporation, Boston

for only $650

BIKES & CARS

A new exclusive ad magazine. Spend your advertising dollar on people interested in having bikes and cars. Only $1 per 4 weeks (2 issues). Coming out in April. One year's subscription and car ads accepted. Send your ad and fee to: Bikes & Cars, 525 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

Kennedy pledges push for more NSF funds

Call for conversion

In his call for social and economic conversion, Kennedy cited problems stemming from the financial and intellectual resources which have been invested in defense and defense-related industries and convert them to the most socially useful purposes.

"He posed the question, "Do we want a larger CNP or a more fulfilling national life?" Pointing out that less than one-sixth of the total funds requested by the National Science Foundation are earmarked for the social sciences, he announced that he will soon propose legislation calling for a re-allocation of federal funds for research and development. He also said that he will seek a greater overall budget for the N.S.F.

Assenting that science must become accustomed to more interdisciplinary research, Kennedy pointed to the problem of air pollution, which requires the
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CTAC handed GM issue

(Continued from page 1)

A joint venture, set up last March 6, CJAC proposed to consider the matter; on March 10 the General Assembly formed the task force to come up with proposals for CJAC. The routine handling of stock policy is done by the Investment Committee of the Corporation, subject to approval by the Executive Committee. In this special case, however, the matter has been delegated to CJAC, which in turn appointed a subcommittee of four members: James A. Champy, CJAC met April 2, and decided to invite the Project on Corporate Responsibility and General Motors to each send a representative to address the issue at an open meeting of CJAC to be held April 13th, probably in Kresge. Ralph Nader will be appearing for LSC on the same date, and may also be invited to address the Corporation. He has indicated his willingness to do so, but so far CJAC has not extended him an invitation.

The task force's recommendations will be considered by the General Assembly at its regular meeting tonight at 8 p.m.

The report itself, which runs 14 pages, has been sent to all faculty members via Institute mail. It is said to be largely the work of John Gaschig '72. Copies are also available at the Undergraduate Assembly office.

Request rejected

General Motors rejected outright the Project's request (the Project itself owns 9 GM shares) to have its proposals placed on proxy material to be mailed to stockholders April 17. The Securities Exchange Commission has ruled that 2 (proposals 2 and 3) of them must be placed on proxy material; however, Joel Kram, a Project spokesman, says the Project intends to take them all to the floor. For this reason the task force decided that MIT should not sign its proxies over to the GM management, as is normal procedure, but instead send its own voters--Two member professors, a faculty member, and one other student chosen by a joint meeting of the UAC and CJAC nominations subcommittees--who will be sent to the floor with instructions on how to vote.

The task force additionally recommended that the Corporation investigate means by which the constituency inputs can be obtained in future cases of investment policy.

CJAC is still deliberating the GM matter. The Corporation's ultimate decision will not be known for several weeks.

Sought uses of technology

The two day conference was attended by about 250 people. The three levels of government can formulate policy for economic and social development and how political obstacles can be overcome so that technology can serve society and local problems. The meeting was chaired by Prof. Robert C. Wood, MIT's noted and ubiquitous urbanologist, and Dr. Deter W. Bronk, President Emeritus of Rockefeller University. Subject of workshop during the two days included New England's moratorium, air and water pollution, solid waste disposal, transportation, housing, crime control, health services, and education. Participants included MIT Visiting Professor (and former Mayor of Boston) John F. Collins, Dean Albert J. Kelley of Boston College's Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard Professor of Economics Reville, Professor Adam Yarmolinsky of Harvard Law School, and MIT Professors Harvey Lapinsky (XV), Max Hazen (XV), Robert Strong (XVII), Thomas Sheridan (II), and Chancellor Stevens (XVII). A new exclusive ad magazine. Spend your advertising dollar on people interested in having bikes and cars. Only $1 per 4 weeks (2 issues). Coming out in April. One year's subscription and car ads accepted. Send your ad and fee to: Bikes & Cars, 525 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

Fiesta Española

Tonight, Revel in Sapin, enjoy beverages, foods - the color and spectacle of old Spain authentically performed by La Tuna de Madrid, spirited young group of accomplished Madrid University students.

Spectacle of old Spain authentically performed by La Tuna de Madrid. Dancing six musicians direct from the Hotel Sonesta

Flights leaving daily with reservation from San Francisco to Tokyo (& Osaka Expo site) with stop-overs in Formosa Hong Kong Philippines & Hawaii Features * in-flight movies * ticket valid for 1 year * free meals and drink in flight * charter to and from $F available For reservations and information Contact: 227-5315 C. L. Thomson Travel Int'l Corporation, Boston

for only $650
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